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ZENON NETWORK
THE NEXT NANO?

At first, we were miners, and players. We could even play
poker games with our Bitcoin client. We didn’t know where
this could lead us, but it was highly politic: We were printing
money. We were nerds, geeks, some arrogant beautiful losers.
Those of us who saved our Bitcoin and didn’t buy too many
pizzas became filthy rich, real fast. We kept mining, because
it was fun after all, and we hoped for more. More fun, more
money, and more of this spice that made you feel like you
were part of the next biggest revolution of human history.
We started to mine fun money; fruits, boobz, doge and Kanye
West coins. Even some of those jokes worked out nicely. After
Mark Karpelès crashed the entire space by playing God with
Mt.Gox, a lot of people felt like the party was coming to its
end. It was a dead dark end. Crypto was dead. Bitcoin was
dead. There was no future for anything. Back to reality and
the grind of the rat race. But the space didn’t die, the market
didn’t die. It came back, and it came back with a new wave
on interest we had never seen before. And soon the ICO
madness started to drive everyone next Crypto Frenzy. This is
where Zenon Network is making itself different.

Zenon Network is aiming to build a dApp platform (zApp, as
they say). The lightpaper is presenting a groundbreaking novel
consensus called “Network of Momentum”. The Network of
Momentum is a gossip protocol using three kind of nodes
(Pillars, Sentries & Sentinels) in order to shard the network
and maintain its metastability. A peer reviewed whitepaper
is scheduled to be released sometime in December of 2019.
Cardano, Algorand and Thundercore are among the only
projects that went through proper academic reviews of their
whitepaper(s). There are worse references and that’s it for the
tech.
The Zenon Network team didn’t sell pre-minted tokens to
Angel Investors and VC’s to make them dance the derisk
dump on communities, they started a placeholder blockchain.
The emission and distribution are based on a PoS (Proof of
Stake) consensus and tied to the market forces. Fair. You
want it, you can buy, you support it, you can stake.
Now here’s the big deal and the why we’re writing this: When
we were told about Zenon Network, they told us about the
legend behind it: This is linked to Jack Dorsey & Square
Crypto. In fact, it could well be Jack Dorsey’s Square Crypto
super-secret project. This could be the biggest thing in crypto
since the ICO craze. Is the Illuminati back in town? We don’t
know, this is crypto, anything and everything is possible. The
way they decided to give the project to the community instead
of selling themselves to a bunch of deep pockets make this
project enticing and that’s what has brought us here. This is
the early taste we were missing the past few years, a game
that goes beyond flipping VC’s shitcoins, a game that brings
us all back on stage.
In this report we will drop everything we’ve found in three
parts: First, the semiology (where we will be looking at both
project narratives similarities and question those). Second,
the sociology (where we will be looking at the Square Crypto
and Zenon Network’s Github and Twitter followers) and third,
the monetary (where we will try to follow the Zenon Network
money). Everything here is left for the community
to investigate deeper.

The Storytelling
Pampamentals

Zenon Network and Square Crypto both have a Twitter
account. They’re both only following halfin’s (Hal Finney)
one and not following any other account. halfin’s Twitter
account is the very first one that tweeted about Bitcoin in
early 2009 and with an activity matching Satoshi’s one, this
is a strong indicator and an important part of the crypto
subculture (https://twitter. com/halfin/status/1110302988).
Coincidence? Possibly... Let’s see how many coincidences we
can find.

Having an anonymous team is just the first step; the torch
has to be passed to the community and that’s exactly what
Zenon Network is trying to achieve. “Community” was
Square Crypto’s third tweet, it was deleted later on. Square
Crypto emphasis the community, Zenon Network too. Zenon
Network hiring process is going through a Community Portal
where community members can apply. This is the way they
pass the torch, by building a community team while staying
entirely anonymous. No central authority.

On the 21st of March, Jack Dorsey tweeted about hiring 3-4
crypto engineers and 1 designer. On the 15th of May, Zenon
Tweeted about hiring 4 developers, 2 community managers,
1 content creator and 1 graphic designer. On the 22nd of May,
Square Crypto tweeted about being really close to their first
hire. The individuals hired are still unknown. Merely trying to
match up the dates for the hiring announcements.

Zenon Network is planning to deploy pillars directly outer
space. Either this is real or just metaphorical, there are some
matches again. On the 3rd of May, Square Crypto tweeted
about Elon Musk, just one day Bbfore SpaceX tweeted about
the Dragon being on its road to the International Space
Station.

In early April, Square Crypto tweeted about “roving pillar
of shimmering blue light” & “thousand floating eyeballs”.
Two days later, they tweeted something intriguing about a
whitepaper “staring back at you”.
The whitepaper, no idea, but for the Zenon Network’s
visuals matching Square Crypto tweets, we thought again
that everything could have been all made afterward so we
first tried to find old archived versions of their website and
Bitcointalk post (https://web.archive.org/web/*/http://zenon.
network). Unfortunately, we were unable to find any past
archived versions.
However (and much more simple) a Bitcointalk announcement
allows you to see both the post and the last edit dates as we
wanted to know if the project and its semiology was already all
about pillars, sentinels, sentries and satellites before Square
Crypto started to tweet. Guess what? It was. Zenon Network
Bitcointalk announcement is from the March 29 (2019), the
Square Crypto first tweet about Pillars and floating eyeballs is
from the April 2 (2019).

Looking at the WHOIS metadata. We got some matches
here; we’re keeping this for later.

We saw some tweets from Square Crypto strangely match
the Zenon Network project narrative and visual identity. We
even saw that Zenon Network might have come up with these
before Square Crypto even started to tweet. But there is more;
Let’s have a deeper look at the dates and see what we can get
out of these.
- Square Crypto was registered on Twitter on March 2019.
- Square Crypto first tweets are from late March 2019.
- Zenon Network Bitcointalk post is from the 25th of May
2018.
- The zenon.network domain was registered in April 2018.
(https://www.domainiq.com/domain?zenon.network)
- Zenon Network was registered on Twitter on May 2018.
- Zenon Network first tweet is from the 20th of March 2019. A
few hours before Square Crypto tweets a waving hello

2018. Vortex is a massive Bitcoin OG. He opened a poll about
the Lightning Network apps name. Another interesting match.

There are upcoming momentums (no pun intended) that
might be extremely significant for the project. If we look at
Zenon Network itself, their lightpaper is of amuch higher
standard than the usual anonymous crypto teamWhoever
was there in 2017 knows what we’re talking about, no need
to wake up the painful memoiesy. This one is more than
well written. It’s clean, it’s interesting and their ideas are well
referenced in an academic fashion. Whoever wrote this is well
aware of the current debate within the cryptography space
and has a decent background: https://zenon.network/res/
lightpaper.pdf
The full whitepaper is due within a few months and will go
through a full academic peer review before being distributed
through “a set of official academic channels”. There are only
a very few projects that goes through such processes where
your research can be cornered and unproven and their bold
claims destroyed by former researchers. Zenon, we’re waiting
to see what you’re made of!

During the July 2019 AMA on Twitter, Moneyball said that
protocols are considered design-centrics. Improving Bitcoin
design, improving Lightning Network design, etc.. And there
is no permisionless protocols without its native tokens to
incentive good behaviours.

That’s it for the tweets and riddles. The most intriguing part
isn’t the guessing game nor the matches alone but the fact
that Zenon Network might not have just copied Square Crypto
to build up something. They were ready with all the Square
Crypto narrative long before Square Crypto started to tweet
about “roving pillar of shimmering blue light” and “floating
eyeballs”.
From Satoshi to Dorian Nakamoto. Zenon Network plays
around too. For a Zenon pizza day?

Github
&Twitter:
The BIG names
ready to
pamp

At the time of writing this report, Solidity unfollowed the
Zenon Network Github repository. Out of 10 followers (already
a lot for an empty repository) 2 of those followers are not the
type of people you expect to follow your regular shitcoin clone
repo.
Yaniv Finkelshtein, who works on algorithmic trading, builds
bots that work on top of exchanges. Seems experienced, a
lot of connections on his LinkedIn too. Definitely not a fresh
account, and definitely not the kind of guy - someone who
builds and develops - would watch a PIVX fork repository.
Finkelshtein also wrote a science fiction book (https://www.
amazon.com/Cube-English-YanivFinkelshtein-ebook/dp/
B00J1QNQY6) that has received positive reviews on Amazon,
where you can buy it for only 3 bucks (do it).

It’s often interesting to know what a given person is interested
in. Here, we see Grin which is a project that has received an
immense amount of hype and attention due to its strong
cypherpunk roots and its contribution to the privacy protocols.
pkrasam following Zenon Network after he contributed to
raise issues on the Grin’s repo isn’t saying more than that: It
could have been Verge, and it’s Grin.
His account is active with some interesting repositories telling
us the guy knows about crypto (https://github.com/pkrasam/
ico-whitepapers
&
https://github.com/pkrasam/secretcontracts). Again, not the guy you expect to see following your
usual shitcoin.
.

Looking at the Zenon Crypto Twitter early followers we’ve
found two things: First, two relatively big shill accounts are
there from near the beginning. Secondly, there was some
smart money involved from day 1. Early followers are well
experienced entrepreneurs and angel investors: https://
twitter.com/Zenon_Network/followers
In the early Zenon days, it was interesting to see there
was no dumb money. No node hunters. Zero. Nada. Their
Telegram was filled with smart people and their Discord
almost inactive: Historically, shitcoins have a Discord full of
idiots and a Telegram full of angry Russian shitcoin flippers.
Unfortunately, by that time, we didn’t screenshot anything so
take our words with a grain of salt.

At the moment of writing this, less than 8% of the Zenon
Network followers are also following the
Square Crypto Twitter account.

Money talks
wen moon sir?

We then wanted to check some of the Zenon Network team
claims. Money talks, as they say. Zenon Network asked for
money on launch, but it wasn’t an ICO. And it wasn’t even a
funding round. They decided to disrupt a “send us BTC get
our tokens” model as they’re not using it to get funds but to
stabilize the network. People who bought a node (5000 ZNN)
are eligible to what they call xStakes, which are basically a
share of the BTC global contribution being sent each month
as long as the node is running. This is intriguing. But more
intriguing is that as far as we know, they raised near 2 million
dollars in BTC. You don’t get this kind of money with a simple
fork of PIVX and a Bitcointalk post. If it was that easy, everyone
would be doing this.

1,77 million ZNN at 0.0002 BTC for an average BTC price
around 5000 USD (by the time of the transaction) and a very
specific distribution cycle means we’re looking for a BTC
address holding 354 BTC and xStakes transactions of X BTC
returned to nodes buyer each month (https://bitcointalk.org/
index.php?topic=4281633.0 & https://www.proofofreview.
com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Review-Zenon.pdf).

Now we have several entries. We know about a few addresses
people contributed to, and we know about the two first
xStake rewards amount (this may vary as the number of
eligibles nodes decrease). We used blockchair.com to find
other xStakes transactions and we used Paterva’s Maltego
Community Edition to data mine the relations between the
address we got from people and from blockchair.com.

A full resolution graph is available here: https://imgur.com/a/QgTmz7S

A full resolution graph is available here: https://imgur.com/a/646pktq

A full resolution graph is available here: https://imgur.com/a/A6NGCIr

On the graphs we see a contribution as one transaction (a) from two different addresses
consolidated here (3KbRkdEgb1oTh1NraSxVV2QpkihXk16fxz) and xStakes rewards being
sent back (b) & (c):
a - https://blockpath.com/search/addr?q=3FdQusrn7xVNn2G2DovaZMotbNScspCcwU &
https://blockpath.com/search/addr?q=34HxM7LepaMmcxvKRvMW1DS8fFpy7UGdUR &
b - 569fb95d5ba5b13ea70a009a6438ce0c9833dda56241ce10c893f2009dbcaf4c
c - 6daa5d44cd6a1acaa0f8c97f83d1f6127255f1111a85601ebc9272fb60ed9ae9

A full resolution graph is available here: https://imgur.com/a/cpVZLC5

A contribution from the Sigli really happened. Nothing more
to see.

A full resolution graph is available here: https://imgur.com/a/E6cjcMY

The full graph shows us an address
(12zbm9nDR9pnUuyaQiFZkKY2FB9MhQVji9) that received
397 BTC+ starting from June 2018. It’s somehow linked to our
entries. As of writing this, ZNN is listed only on CryptoBridge
and Stex so we used a community member’s old BTC deposit
addresses to see if this one can be linked to those. If positive,
12zbm9nDR9pnUuyaQiFZkKY2FB9MhQVji9 would be one of
those exchange cold BTC wallet. A cold wallet should be one
or two levels close to users’ deposits addresses.

A full resolution graphs are available here: https://imgur.com/a/oH1znIe
& here https://imgur.com/a/fivXv8U

Negative. This large holding address could belong to Zenon
Network as the date and amounts match (June 2018 and a
total BTC received close and not inferior to the total estimated
contribution).

We finally used blockchair.com as it offers some data mining
functionalities to find more xStakes transactions candidates
for the second batch (on the 3th of June). We searched for
multiples of 0.0416 BTC and isolated a few matches:
https://blockchair.com/bitcoin/outputs?q=spending_
time(2019-05-03),value(4160000)# - 10 possible nodes
https://blockchair.com/bitcoin/outputs?q=spending_
time(2019-05-03),value(8320000)# - 2 possible nodes
https://blockchair.com/bitcoin/outputs?q=spending_
time(2019-05-03),value(12480000)# - 1 possible node
https://blockchair.com/bitcoin/outputs?q=spending_
time(2019-05-03),value(16640000)# - 32 possibles nodes
https://blockchair.com/bitcoin/outputs?q=spending_
time(2019-05-03),value(20800000)# - 15 possibles nodes
https://blockchair.com/bitcoin/outputs?q=spending_
time(2019-05-03),value(24180000)# - 6 possibles nodes
https://blockchair.com/bitcoin/outputs?q=spending_
time(2019-05-03),value(29120000)# - 28 possibles nodes
https://blockchair.com/bitcoin/outputs?q=spending_
time(2019-05-03),value(41600000)# - 30 possibles nodes
Mapping these addresses will take some time. as Also, we’re
unsure about how Square Crypto and Zenon Network’s would
plan their next move, we decided to release what we have as
a first organized bunch of information and see where it leads.

As a conclusion we’d like re say that we’re not the only ones looking at this story. At some point,
someone will start to shill it. And the shill will strike real hard.
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